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Much past Canadian poetry described our people and landscape in lyrical terms. Combining
research and wonder, Looking Through Stone burrows deeper—the first collection of poems in
Canada devoted exclusively to geology and mining. Quite literally, it goes underground. From
volcanoes to vitamins, the book presents a wealth of factual information. It also explores past,
more fanciful notions about how rocks, metals, and minerals fit into our human picture. In its
pages, knowledge and imagination meet.Part I introduces a little basic geology. Part II focuses
on the seven metals of the ancients, linked to the planets and days of the week, plus platinum
and uranium. Part III delves into myths and legends about the power of gemstones. Part IV looks
at the history and technology of mining, and its social and economic impact. A helpful glossary
concludes this unique book that brings science and poetry together.

Ioannou's perspective on the larger human contexts of minerals is sweeping, convincing. She
ranges through ancient history, folklore, mythology, medicine, spirituality, technology, finance,
and environmentalism, and she leaves no stone unturned. . . . Ioannou's best poems crystallize
imagery and meaning into finely cut and glimmering stones. What holds the book together,
therefore, is not its multiple and occasionally contradictory perspectives on the purposes of
minerals, but rather the poet's unswerving fidelity to earth and its language. As she listens and
writes, we miraculously hear the stones speak, and 'their syllables bristle and throb / more than
full of themselves.' - Monika Lee, Vallum Magazine.Ioannou's poems are straightforward, mostly
narrative and primarily descriptive. They are readily accessible and written in simple language.
Beyond geological terms, they contain no arcane words, contorted structures, convoluted
metaphors or complex imagery, nor do they contain jingling rhymes. Like the rocks they
describe, these poems are direct and uncompromising. The world of bioscience has long had its
poets; anthologies abound with fine word-paintings of animals and plants. The world of
geoscience is much overdue for a similar treatment and spotlight. In this collection, Susan
Ioannou has made a valuable contribution to this enterprise. And, along the way, she amply
succeeds in showing us different ways to look through stone. - Alwynne B. Beaudoin, GEOLOG,
The Newsmagazine of the Geological Association of Canada. --This text refers to an out of print
or unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorSusan Ioannou's fiction, articles, and poetry
have appeared across Canada. She is the winner of an Okanagan Short Story Award, twice a
finalist in the CBC Literary Awards, and the recipient of a Works in Progress and Writers'
Reserve grants from the Ontario Arts Council. Some of her poems have been translated into
Hindi and Dutch, and others set to music for performance in both Canada and Norway. For many
years she was Associate Editor of Cross-Canada Writers' Quarterly/Magazine and also led
writing workshops for the Toronto Board of Education, Ryerson Literary Society, and the



University of Toronto School of Continuing Studies. Currently, she directs the online poetry
course Lessons in Writing the Poem. She is a longstanding member of the League of Canadian
Poets and the Writers' Union of Canada. Her website is www3.sympatico.ca/susanio/ --This text
refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From the AuthorI first became interested
in geology as a theme while my son was completing a Ph.D. Exploring the science of rocks and
minerals from a poet's perspective proved to be a fascinating and refreshing change from
penning personal lyrics. It was immensely satisfying to write poems to inform, to delight, and to
inspire reflection. I am thrilled that the book has also found a practical role in education. It offers
a way to appreciate not only the physical riches and imaginative interpretation of our Earth, but
also the mineral industry that has contributed so much to Canada's prosperity. --This text refers
to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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PrefaceWe are all part of a grand continuum. Further up the scale, Earth is a massive version of
ourselves, running on macro time. It shifts, opens, breathes fire, and flows. Conversely, any
vitamin bottle reveals the astonishing number of minerals enriching our own bodies. At the
subatomic level, differences dissolve. In a universe of particle-waves, a mountain is as
insubstantial as a blink.Looking Through Stone plays with these interconnections. Some of the
poems open with a scientist’s view of Earth—the geologist who figures in Part I. Others are born
from mythology and folklore as favoured by the poet. Throughout the collection, data and story,
fact and fancy interweave.The collection approaches rocks from four different angles. The first
part introduces some basic geology. Part II focuses on the seven metals of the ancients, linked
to the planets and days of the week, plus platinum and uranium. Part III delves into myths and
legends revealing the power of gemstones. Part IV looks at the history and technology of mining,
and its social and economic impact.Since one aim of the poems is to inform, I have tried to make
geological descriptions accurate, yet colourful and simple to read. At the same time, I have
probed imagination’s teachings in earlier centuries. Did some, it later turned out, have a scientific
basis?Science analyses, and art creates metaphors. Ultimately, by combining the two points of
view, I hope to have written poems that are both solid and beautiful.S.I.Toronto, 2010
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PrologueWhy Why fondle a rock?It shares the rugged bodywhere we were born. Our passionate
shift and shovemirror a momenterupting in fire slowed to eons’ crystalline tricklethickening,
building,collapsing, melting. Great ages echo and shiver,playing themselves outwithin our puny
bones.

PART I: PetraPetraPetra: ancient Greek for rocklayered thin as shaleor spiky as bornite a
surfacecold, lead-murkyor blue-fired as aquamarine picked from water and creviceto hoard, to
buildto dream secureas a cliff-carved cityor lethal as molten gold the palm’s small, marble
comfortor a boulderhurled Petra: breathing, magical, loved stone,your dips and edges
whisper  time’s slow burn.

GeologistHe bids on the obscure: a speckinching across kilometres of scrub to map and pick
samples out of sediments, or cragged above evergreens, unseenbalancing a magnetometerto
listen to rocks. He is a gambler:under snake bellies,between goat hooveshe trusts silver and
zinc are waitingand surfaces like scooped creamsprout opals,or powdered from sunshine are
sulphur,or gritty with Mediterranean bluehold copper. Also, he is wary: what glittersmay be the
dream—of fools.Grade must be tested.What grams to the tonne?Where too angled, too
deep? A gambler betsagainst absolutes.How much should he dareto open the Earthto pick at
her secretshundreds of metres down?

ExceptionsEvery 27 days—sunspots—and into dark’s universespit solar flaressizzling through
millions of magnetic fieldsuntil in satellites, and across Earth,dials on delicate instruments
spin. On quieter daysmost Earth rocks read their proper positive/negative charge.Only a few
point neither north nor southbut angle the needle any odd wayas if millennia had misplacedsuch
specks when continental crustin massively slow-moving platesfolded over and under itself. For
without warning,every few thousand yearsinstead of Earth breathing in,it will breathe out,thawing



the ice caps at both polesand making magnetic fields reverse.

Thinking BigThough hardened,rocks go on creeping,but through a larger time. Their
secondspans one mortal eon,and when the two clocks collide an earthquake cracksor a volcano
boils overinto a million widening eyes.

Magnetometrist
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